The Vision Room
A gathering of resources and tools to help leaders clearly think ahead
http://visionroom.com

Welcome to the Vision Room
Welcome to the Vision Room! I am glad you are here, because we built this online “room” just
for you.
Over the past sixteen years the Auxano team has focused entirely on our onsite consulting
process called the Vision Pathway, helping church leaders experience the freedom and
confidence that God-given clarity and well-defined vision provides. Along the way we have
created tools like Church Unique which outlines our process and the Vision Deck which jumpstarts great leadership retreats. But you want more.
Why? There too many content providers for church leaders who push out average-only content
that does not consider your unique vision. As a result, the everyday pastor swims in an ocean of
social-media content that is only digestible one cup at a time. And the cupful you reach for may
or may not be helpful. Where can you go with confidence to clearly think ahead in
ministry?
We believe the Vision Room is the answer. It is built on a structure that presents high-quality
content in a meaningful way. Whether you are a previous Auxano client, a fan of Church
Unique or discovering our vision clarity products for the first time, you will find great
intentionality toward the application of your vision.
How does this work on the Vision Room? First, everything is designed around our Vision
Pathway process. Have you walked it yet? If not, follow the five icons in the Discover Vision
Clarity section on the homepage. Do you have your own Vision Frame living and functioning
well? If so, then you will want to engage the five topics of our Integration Model, in the Live Out
Your Vision section.
Second, we have curated all of our content very carefully. We have a high-quality filter and B+
work doesn’t make the cut. Your time is too important and the mission that Jesus has given to
us is too urgent.
Third, before leaving the Vision Room, be sure to check out the amazing SUMS Remix book
summaries.
Enjoy the Vision Room. I hope you like what you see. More than that, my prayer is that these
resources propel you forward as you pursue the unique ministry vision God has placed in you.
Let’s go ahead together for the cause and sake of Christ.
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